If you like I Survived, try...

Kensuke's Kingdom
by Michael Morpugo
Find it! j FIC Morpugo

Horizon
by Scott Westerfeld
Find it! j FIC Westerfeld

Titanic: Voices from the Disaster
by Deborah Hopkison
Find it! j910.91634 Hop

Hatchet
by Gary Paulsen
Find it! j FIC Paulsen

The 39 Clues:
Doublecross (series)
by various authors
Find it! j FIC Thirty Nine

How to Survive Anything
by Rachel Buchholz
Find it! j646.7 Buc

Can You Survive (series)
by various authors
Find it! j FIC You Choose

A Long Walk to Water
by Linda Sue Park
Find it! j FIC Park

Survivor Diaries (series)
by Terry Lynn Johnson
Find it! j Fic Johnson

The Last Kids on Earth (series)
by Max Brallier
Find it! j FIC Brallier

Survival Skills
by Tony Norman
Find it! j613.6 Nor

Titanic (series)
by Gordon Korman
Find it! j FIC Korman
If you like I Survived, try...

**Spy Camp**
by Stuart Gibbs
Find it! j FIC Gibbs

**100 Most Dangerous Things on the Planet**
by Anna Claybourne
Find it! j031.02 Cla

**My Side of the Mountain**
by Jean Craighead George
Find it! J FIC George

**A Week in the Woods**
by Andrew Clements
Find it! j FIC Clements

**Hooper Finds a Family**
by Jane Paley
Find it! j FIC Paley

**Stranded**
by Jeff Probst
Find it! j GN Hale

**Leepike Ridge**
by N.D. Wilson
Find it! j FIC Wilson

**Storm Runners**
by Roland Smith
Find it! j FIC Smith

**Lost on a Mountain in Maine**
by Donn Fendler
Find it! jB Fendler, Don – Fen

**Lost Trail**
by Donn Fendler
Find it! j GN Fendler

**The Worst-Case Scenario (series)**
by various authors
Find it! j FIC Worst

**When the Worst Happens**
by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
Find it! j613.69 Kyi